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                        PRESIAM SOCIAL BLOCKCHAIN PROJECT

                        Presiam (PRSM) is a new Private Blockchain Social Networking app for the Crypto World that includes features like Friend Feed, PRSM Mining, Crypto Wallet, Crypto Exchange as well as Advertising Revenue Sharing as a Publisher.Crypto trading must be efficient to fetch good returns. Automated trading can help traders to improve their trading efficiency. Try the Bitcoin Gemini platform to automate crypto trading and execute the right trades at the right time.







                        public presale opens on july 1st, 2018
20% BONUS During Presale
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                            Presiam to take on Facebook!
                            A new social community app with a new crypto twist.

                        

                        
    


                    

                

                
                	
                    	
                            Tokens Available
                            Total Token Supply Is 600 Million.

                        
	
                        
                        	Presiam PRSM Token Presale:

                            Starts On:
                            12:00 UTC JULY 1 2018
                            Mark July 1st on your calendar to participate in the Presiam presale.

                            
                             subscribe
                        

                        Thank you for subscribing
                        Please enter correct email.
                    

                

            

        

        
                
        
        	
                Why Presiam?

                
The Presiam (PSRM) project is a brand new blockchain platform for the future of social networking that is built with the user in mind, not the company, with features like a Friend Feed, Mining Component, Crypto Wallet, Crypto Exchange as well as Advertising Revenue Sharing as a Publisher.
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	Crypto Ad Rev Share
	PRSM Mining
	Lightening Fast Transations
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                    A Closer Look!
  
                

            
              PRSM Dashboard
              PRSM Wallet
              PRSM Mining
              PRSM Publisher
              PRSM Exchange
            

            
                
                  

                    
                    

                    
                        
Beautifully designed, the Presiam Dashboard is where you get your full friend feed. All your friends news will show up here. Whether they upload videos, images or just text updates, it will all show up here.
                            


                        
                        You can Like comments, videos images and see stats on all of your friends. This works just like a Facebook/Instagram feed only you control your data.
                        


                        
                        Tap settings allow you to search your feed for specific things as well as add new friends via email address or phone number. You can also send out invites to your contact lists on your mobile device to have friends or family join your community.
                        


                        
                        If you decide to leave Presiam then you can take your data with you. Download your whole feed to a export file. Your data will immediately be gone. If you decide to come back to Presiam then you can import your feed back into your account.

                    

                    

            

            
               
                  

                    
                    

                    
                        
The PRSM Wallet is where all the PRSM tokens will arrive from your PRSM Mining, PRSM Publishing and PRSM Exchanges.
                            


                        
                        All of the PRSM tokens will sit here in your Multi-Sig wallet. You can transfer your PRSM tokens out to other PRSM compatible wallets or exchange them.
                        


                                                
                        This is one of the advantages of using the Presiam Social Community App. It has all the features you want and need in a social app but also allows you to earn while using it.
                        


                                                
                        This is the Presiam difference!
                                                    

                    

                    

            

            
             
                  

                    
                    

                    
                        
The PRSM Mining is yet another component of the PRSM App that allows users to mine PRSM tokens while they are sleeping.
                              


                            
                            It works by allowing the mobile device to automatically mine PRSM tokens while plugged into the charger as well as the option to only mine while connected to WIFI while cutting down on any cellular data usage.
                              


                            
                            The PRSM Mining settings give you more control on how/when you mine. It's designed with you in mind and the beauty of it is that you do not need to know about mining to use it. Just a couple settings on when to mine and it does it all for you. You simply transfer the PRSM tokens to your wallet.
                              


                            
                            Why not earn revenue while you're using the app. It's how it should be and how it now will be with the Presiam Social Community App!
                            

                    

                    

            

            
              
                  

                    
                    

                    
                        
The PRSM Publisher component is where members will see all of the 50/50 rev share revenue. This is Presiam's way of giving back to the users. Now members will earn 50% of all ad revenue that is shown in their feed.
                            


                             
                        All revenue that is earned is in PRSM tokens and those tokens are sent to your PRSM Wallet. There members can send them to other PRSM compatible wallets or send them to exchanges and cash them out for fiat currency.
                        


                         
                        Not only will each member earn 50% of the ad revenue generated within their own unique profile, they will also receive an additional 5% of the ad revenue generated by each new Presiam member profile they referred in through their Presiam account via those invites they send to friends/family.
                                                   

                    

                    

            

            
              
                  

                    
                    

                    
                        
In the Presiam app members can exchange PRSM for other cryptocurrencies as well as trade other cryptocurrencies for PRSM tokens.
                            


                            
                            The Presiam app has ShapeShift built into the app via a transparent partnership API.
                            


                            
                            ShapeShift is the the safest, fastest asset exchange on the planet and Presiam has it integrated!
                           

                    

                    

            

            
                
                  
                    
                    When it comes to developing the Presiam Social App there are really no rules in place. This basically means that we're going to rely on the community to show us what features they're going to want included in the Presiam app. 
                


                
                    Below is our contact form. We want to hear from you. We want to know what YOU want in a social/cryptocurrency app. All suggestions will be looked at. Got crazy ideas? Send them, we want to see them!
                

                    

                    

              
                  
                   NO RULES!

                   
                    When it comes to developing the Presiam Social App there are really no rules in place. This basically means that we're going to rely on the community to show us what features they're going to want included in the Presiam app.
                


                
                    Below is our contact form. We want to hear from you. We want to know what YOU want in a social/cryptocurrency app. All suggestions will be looked at. Got crazy ideas? Send them, we want to see them!
                


                
                    Use this contact form to the right and send us your Feature Requests. We can't wait to read them!
                

                    

                    
                        
                          
                            Your Name (required)
                            
                            Your Email (required)
                            
                            Subject
                            
                            Your Message
                            
                            
                          

                        

                    

                 

              

            

         

        

    
    
     
        
            Presiam - Your Profile. Your Privacy. Your Profits.

            With recent news of the Facebook Data Breach, what exactly is Facebook giving you? Facebook sells your data. Facebook force feeds you news you have no interest in. Facebook keeps your data and won't remove it without a fight. Facebook doesn't care about you. Facebook has another agenda.


            The Presiam Social App is so much more and so much more for you!


            It's time you take back what is yours. Not only does Presiam do a 50/50 revenue share from all ads shown in your network but it's relevant to what you are into.


            The Presiam Social App also has a built in mining component that mines Presiam transactions while your phone is charging. Earn PRSM tokens while you sleep. Wake up and your tokens will be in your PRSM Wallet.


            The Presiam Social App also has an exchange component. Want to exchange PRSM for Bitcoin or Ethereum? No problem, it's in the app. Want to Buy or Sell more PRSM tokens? No problem, it's in the app!


            Here's the kicker. Want to leave Presiam? Take your data with you. It's yours and we don't want it. When you delete your account it will remove all of your data if you want. It's up to you.







	
    	
        	
            	
                    PRSM Public Presale begins July 1st, 2018
                    The Presiam Token/Fund Allocation.

                
	
            

        

        
        	
            	
                	
                    
                    	Funds Allocation

                        	Development - 45%
	Marketing - 30%
	Operations/Admin - 12%
	Legal - 10%
	Reserves/Liquidity - 3%


                    

                

            

            
            	
                	
                    
                    	Token Allocation

                        	Crowdsale - 65%
	Advisors - 10%
	Airdrops/Bounties - 10%
	Team - 13%
	Philanthropy - 2%


                    

                

            

        

To purchase PRSM tokens you can simply purchase them during our Crowdsale here at presiam.com at which time you will immediately receive tokens.


Our Crowdsale phase will be run on the Ethereum blockchain. The ERC20 tokens you will receive will be swapped out for PRSM tokens once Crowdsale completes and the Presiam blockchain is fully developed.


The token allocation is as follows: 65% for the public Crowdsale, 13% for the Presiam Team, 10% for Partnerships and Advisors, 10% for Airdrops/Bounties and 2% for Philanthropy.


There will be no other website listing our tokens for sale, only at presiam.com.  





    Frequently Asked Questions
  



 What is Presiam?

  Presiam is a platform for the future of social networking that is built on top of the new private Presiam blockchain serving the cryptocurrency space with features like Friend Feed, Mining Capabilities, PRSM Wallet, Crypto Exchange as well as a new Advertising Revenue Sharing model defined as the Publisher.






What is the total PRSM supply?

  The global supply of PRSM is 600,000,000 (600 million). The hard cap will be a total of 390,000,000 (390 million or 65%) available for sale through our Crowedsale.






Will there be an Airdrop?

  Yes, Presiam is planning a very large Airdrop for April 1st and April 29th. Details of the Airdrop are posted here Presiam.com/airdrop as well as our Twitter and Telegram channel. Be sure to subscribe and stay tuned for more details.






How will I receive my tokens?

  We are using Ethereum as our initial disbursement vehicle because the Presiam blockchain and wallet will not be fully functional at time of Crowdsale. All holders of Presiam tokens on the Ethereum blockchain will get an equal amount of PRSM tokens once development is done. You will need a ERC20 compatible wallet to receive your tokens. We recommend MyEtherWallet.






Will there be an escrow process?

  Because preliminary token disbursement will be built into our smart contract there is no need for escrow. You will receive your tokens immediately after purchasing them so be sure to have a ERC20 compatible wallet like MyEtherWallet.com.






What is the initial price of the PRSM token?

  During the Crowdsale of the PRSM tokens, which starts on July 15th and ends on August 15th, the inital price is at .09 for 1 PRSM token.






Where do I buy the PRSM tokens?

  The Presiam (PRSM) token and future PRSM tokens will ONLY be available for sale through the presiam.com website. Nowhere else will it be available so be sure you're on our site presiam.com. Also, be sure to send at least 250,000 in gas or your transaction may fail.






Where can I get updated news?

  You can get up-to-date news here at presiam.com or visit our Twitter by going to https://www.twitter.com/presiamapp.






How many tokens will I receive?

  The Presiam Crowdsale will last a total of 30 days at which time you will receive 5200 PRSM tokens for every 1 ETH contributed. The minimum ETH contribution will be 1 ETH. Our hardcap will be 75,000 ETH.
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                    The Presiam Team and Advisors
                    Meet our motivated team and advisors.

                
	
            

        

        
        
            
              
            Tom Boyle CEO & Cofounder

            
          

          

            
            
              
            Zach Peterson CIO & Cofounder

            
            

            

            
            
              
            Michael Allen CTO & Cofounder

            
            

            

            
            
              
            Jessica Abel CMO & Cofounder

            
            

            

            
            
              
            Bogdan Fiedur Advisor/Blockchain

            
            

            

             
            
              
            Bing Pascual Advisor/Network

            
            

            

            
            
              
            Casey Enstrom Advisor/Staffing

            
            

            

            
            
              
            Jim Swisher Advisor/Legal

            
            

            

            
            
              
            Naviin Kapoor Advisor/Blockchain

            
            

            

            
            
              
            Brian Condenanza Advisor/Blockchain

            
            

            

            
            
              
            Alexander Amalo Advisor/Blockchain

            
            

            

            
            
              
            Francois Poupard Advisor/Blockchain

            
            

            

            
            
              
            Sushil Jha Advisor/Blockchain

            
            

            

            
            
              
            Michael Kleven Advisor/Financial

            
            

            

            
            
              
            Min Bo Shim Advisor/ICO

            
            

            

            
            
              
            George Burlakov Advisor/Blockchain

            
            

            

            
            
              
            Sean Goodwin Advisor/Blockchain

            
            

            

            
            
              
            To Be Announced Advisor

            
            

            
                            
            

    

    


	
    	
        	
            	
                    Strategic Partners
                    Just a few of Presiam's Strategic Partners.
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